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k-DECOMPOSABILITY OF POSITIVE MAPS
W LADYS LAW A. MAJEWSKI AND MARCIN MARCINIAK
1. Introduction
For any C∗-algebra A let A+ denote the set of all positive elements in A. A state
on a unital C∗-algebra A is a linear functional ω : A → C such that ω(a) ≥ 0 for
every a ∈ A+ and ω(I) = 1 where I is the unit of A. By S(A) we will denote the
set of all states on A. For any Hilbert space H we denote by B(H) the set of all
bounded linear operators on H .
A linear map ϕ : A→ B between C∗-algebras is called positive if ϕ(A+) ⊂ B+.
For k ∈ N we consider a map ϕk : Mk(A) → Mk(B) where Mk(A) and Mk(B)
are the algebras of k× k matrices with coefficients from A and B respectively, and
ϕk([aij ]) = [ϕ(aij)]. We say that ϕ is k-positive if the map ϕk is positive. The map
ϕ is said to be completely positive when it is k-positive for every k ∈ N.
A Jordan morphism between C∗-algebras A and B is a linear map ρ : A →
B which respects the Jordan structures of algebras A and B, i.e. ρ(ab + ba) =
ρ(a)ρ(b) + ρ(b)ρ(a) for every a, b ∈ A. Let us recall that every Jordan morphism
is a positive map but it need not be a completely positive one (in fact it need
not even be 2-positive). It is commonly known ([21]) that every Jordan morphism
ρ : A→ B(H) is a sum of a ∗-morphism and a ∗-antimorphism.
The Stinespring theorem states that every completely positive map ϕ : A →
B(H) has the form ϕ(a) = W ∗π(a)W , where π is a ∗-representation of A on some
Hilbert space K, and W is a bounded operator from H to K.
Following Størmer ([20]) we say that a map ϕ : A → B(H) is decomposable if
there are a Hilbert space K, a Jordan morphism ρ : A → B(K), and a bounded
linear operator W from H to K such that ϕ(a) =W ∗ρ(a)W for every a ∈ A.
By B(H) ∋ b 7→ bt ∈ B(H) we denote the transposition map (for details see Sec-
tion 2). We say that a linear map ϕ : A → B(H) is k-copositive (resp. completely
copositive) if the map a 7→ ϕ(a)t is k-positive (resp. completely positive). The fol-
lowing theorem ([22]) characterizes decomposable maps in the spirit of Stinespring’s
theorem:
Theorem 1.1. Let ϕ : A→ B(H) be a linear map. Then the following conditions
are equivalent:
(1) ϕ is decomposable;
(2) for every natural number k and for every matrix [aij ] ∈ Mk(A) such that
both [aij ] and [aji] belong to Mk(A)
+ the matrix [ϕ(aij)] is in Mk(B(H))+;
(3) there are maps ϕ1, ϕ2 : A → B(H) such that ϕ1 is completely positive and
ϕ2 completely copositive, with ϕ = ϕ1 + ϕ2.
The classification of decomposable maps is still not complete even in the case
when A and H are finite dimensional, i.e. A = B(Cm) and H = Cn. The most
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important step was done by Størmer ([22]), Choi ([4, 5]) and Woronowicz ([24]).
Størmer and Woronowicz proved that if m = n = 2 or m = 2, n = 3 then every
positive map is decomposable. The first examples of nondecomposable maps was
given by Choi (in the case m = n = 3) and Woronowicz (in the case m = 2,
n = 4). It seems that very general positive maps (so not of the CP class) and hence
possibly non-decomposable ones, are crucial for an analysis of nontrivial quantum
correlations, i.e. for an analysis of genuine quantum maps ([23, 19, 7, 14, 15, 16]).
Having that motivation in mind in our last paper ([10]) we presented a step toward a
canonical prescription for the construction of decomposable and non-decomposable
maps. Namely, we studied the notion of k-decomposability and proved an analog of
Theorem 1.1. Moreover it turned out that it is possible to describe the notion of k-
decomposabilty in the dual picture. More precisely, the analog of Tomita-Takesaki
construction for the transposition map on the algebra B(H) can be formulated
(Section 2). Application of this scheme provides us with a new characterization of
decomposability on the Hilbert space level (see Section 3). Thus, it can be said
that we are using the equivalence of the Schro¨dinger and Heisenberg pictures in
the sense of Kadison ([8]), Connes ([6]) and Alfsen, Shultz ([1]). Section 4 provides
a detailed exposition of two dimensional case and establishes the relation between
Størmer construction of local decomposability and decomposability fo distinguished
subsets of positive maps.
2. Tomita-Takesaki scheme for transposition
Let H be a finite dimensional (say n-dimensional) Hilbert space. Define ω ∈
B(H)∗+,1 as ω(a) = Tr̺a, where ̺ is an invertible density matrix, i.e. the state ω
is a faithful one. Denote by (Hpi , π,Ω) the GNS triple associated with (B(H), ω).
Then, one can identify the Hilbert space Hpi with B(H) where the inner product
(· , ·) defined as (a, b) = Tra∗b for a, b ∈ B(H). With the above identification one
has Ω = ̺1/2 and π(a)Ω = aΩ for a ∈ B(H). In this setting one can simply express
the modular conjugation Jm as the hermitian involution, i.e. Jma̺
1/2 = ̺1/2a∗ for
a ∈ B(H). Similarly, the modular operator ∆ is equal to the map ̺ · ̺−1;
Let {xi}i=1,...,n be the orthonormal basis of H consisted of eigenvectors of ̺.
Then we can define
(2.1) Jcf =
∑
i
〈xi, f〉xi
for every f ∈ H . The map Jc is a conjugation on H . So, we can define the
transposition on B(H) as the map a 7→ at ≡ Jca∗Jc where a ∈ B(H). By τ we will
denote the map induced on Hpi by the transposition, i.e.
(2.2) τa̺1/2 = at̺1/2
where a ∈ B(H).
Let Eij = |xi〉〈xj | for i, j = 1, . . . , n. Obviously, {Eij} is an orthonormal basis
in Hpi . Hence, similarly to (2.1) one can can define a conjugation J on Hpi
(2.3) Ja̺1/2 =
∑
ij
(Eij , a̺1/2)Eij
where a ∈ B(H). We have the following
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Proposition 2.1. Let a ∈ B(H) and ξ ∈ Hpi. Then
atξ = Ja∗Jξ.
Now, define the unitary operator U on Hpi by
(2.4) U =
∑
ij
|Eji〉〈Eij |
Clearly, UEij = Eji. The properties of U , introduced above conjugation J and
modular conjugation Jm is are described by
Proposition 2.2. One has:
(1) U2 = I and U = U∗
(2) J = UJm;
(3) J , Jm and U mutually commute;
(4) J commutes with the modular operator ∆.
The following theorem justifies using the term ”Tomita-Takesaki scheme” for
transposition
Theorem 2.3. If τ is the map introduced in (2.2), then
τ = U∆1/2.
Moreover one has the following properties:
(1) U∆ = ∆−1U ;
(2) If α is the automorphism of B(Hpi) implemented by U , i.e. α(x) = UxU
∗
for x ∈ B(Hpi), then α maps π(B(H)) onto its commutant π(B(H))′;
(3) If Vβ denotes the cone
{
∆βa̺1/2 : a ∈ B(H)+} ⊂ Hpi (cf. [2]) for each
β ∈ [0, 1/2] then U maps Vβ onto V(1/2)−β. In particular, the natural cone
P = V1/4 is invariant with respect to U .
Corollary 2.4. U∆1/2 maps V0 into itself.
Summarizing, this section establishes a close relationship between the Tomita-
Takesaki scheme and transposition. Moreover, we have the following :
Proposition 2.5. Let ξ 7→ ωξ be the homeomorphism ([6, 3]) between the natural
cone P and the set of normal states on π(B(H)) such that
ωξ(a) = (ξ, aξ), a ∈ B(H).
For every state ω define ωτ (a) = ω(at) where a ∈ B(H). If ξ ∈ P then the unique
vector in P mapped into the state ωτξ by the homeomorphism described above, is
equal to Uξ
In the sequel, we will need the following construction: Suppose that we have a
C∗-algebra A equipped with a faithful state ωA and consider the tensor product A⊗
B(H), where H is the same as above. Then ωA⊗ω is a faithful state on A⊗B(H).
So, we can perform GNS constructions for both (A,ωA) and (A⊗B(H), ωA⊗ω) and
obtain representations (HA, πA,ΩA) and (H⊗, π⊗,Ω⊗) respectively. We observe
that we can make the following identifications:
(1) H⊗ = HA ⊗Hpi,
(2) π⊗ = πA ⊗ π,
(3) Ω⊗ = ΩA ⊗ Ω
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where (Hpi, π,Ω) is the GNS triple described in the begining of this section. With
these identifications we have J⊗ = JA ⊗ Jm and ∆⊗ = ∆A ⊗ ∆ where J⊗,
JA, Jm are modular conjugations and ∆⊗, ∆A, ∆ are modular operators for
(π⊗(A ⊗ B(H))′′,Ω⊗), (πA(A)′′,ΩA), (π(B(H))′′,Ω) respectively. Since ΩA and
Ω are separating vectors, we will write aΩA and bΩ instead of πA(a)ΩA and π(b)Ω
for a ∈ A and b ∈ B(H).
The natural cone ([3, 2]) P⊗ for (π⊗(A⊗ B(H))′′,Ω⊗) is defined as the closure
of the set 

(
m∑
k=1
ak ⊗ bk
)
j⊗
(
m∑
l=1
al ⊗ bl
)
Ω⊗ :
m ∈ N
a1, . . . , am ∈ A
b1, . . . , bm ∈ B(H)


where j⊗(·) = J⊗ · J⊗ is the modular morphism on π⊗(A ⊗ B(H))′′ = πA(A)′′ ⊗
π(B(H))′′.
Motivated by Proposition 2.5 we introduce the ”transposed cone” Pτ⊗ = (I ⊗
U)P⊗ where U is the unitary defined in (2.4). Elements of this cone are in 1-1
correspondence with the set of partial transpositions φ ◦ (id⊗ t) for all states φ on
A⊗B(H). It can be easily calculated that we have the following
Theorem 2.6. The transposed cone Pτ⊗ is the closure of the set

(
m∑
k=1
ak ⊗ α(bk)
)
j⊗
(
m∑
l=1
al ⊗ α(bl)
)
Ω⊗ :
m ∈ N
a1, . . . , am ∈ A
b1, . . . , bm ∈ B(H)


where α is the automorphism introduced in Theorem 2.3(2).
Consequently, Pτ⊗ = P ′⊗ where P ′⊗ is the natural cone for (πA(A)⊗π(B(H))′, ω⊗).
3. k-decomposability at the Hilbert-space level
Let A be a unital C∗-algebra, H be a Hilbert space and let ϕ : A −→ B(H) be a
linear map. We introduce ([10]) the notion of k-decomposability of the map ϕ was
studied.
Definition 3.1. (1) We say that ϕ is k-decomposable if there are maps ϕ1, ϕ2 :
A→ B(H) such that ϕ1 is k-positive, ϕ2 is k-copositive and ϕ = ϕ1 + ϕ2.
(2) We say that ϕ is weakly k-decomposable if there is a C∗-algebra E, a unital
Jordan morphism ρ : A→ E, and a positive map ψ : E → B(H) such that
ψ|ρ(A) is k-positive and ϕ = ψ ◦ ρ.
The connection between k-decomposability, weak k-decomposability and the
Størmer condition ([20]) is the following
Theorem 3.2. For any linear map ϕ : A → B(H) consider the following condi-
tions:
(Dk) ϕ is k-decomposable;
(Wk) ϕ is weakly k-decomposable;
(Sk) for every matrix [aij ] ∈Mk(A) such that both [aij ] and [aji] are in Mk(A)+
the matrix [ϕ(aij)] is positive in Mk(B(H));
Then we have the following implications: (Dk) ⇒ (Wk) ⇔ (Sk).
The results of Section 2 strongly suggest that a more complete theory of k-
decomposable maps may be obtained in Hilbert-space terms. To examine that
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question we will study the description of positivity in the dual approach to that
given in in the above theorem, i.e. we will be concerned with the approach on the
Hilbert space level.
Let us resrict to the case ϕ : M −→ M where M ⊂ B(HM) is a concrete von
Neumann algebra with a cyclic and separating vector ΩM. When used, ωM will
denote the vector state ωM(·) = (ΩM, ·ΩM). The natural cone (modular operator)
associated with (M,ΩM) will be denoted by PM (∆M respectively).
We assume that that ϕ satisfy Detailed Balance II ([18]), i.e. there is a positive
unital map ϕβ such that ω(a∗ϕ(b)) = ω(ϕβ(a∗)b) for a, b ∈ M. In this case ϕ
induces a bounded operator Tϕ on HωM which commutes strongly with ∆M and
satisfies T ∗ϕ(PM) ⊂ PM.
Let B(Cn) ∋ a 7→ at ∈ B(Cn) denotes the usual transposition map on the
algebra of n × n-matrices. Let ω be a faithful state on B(Cn) and let Pn denote
the natural cone for (M⊗ B(Cn), ωM ⊗ ω). From Theorem 3.2 it follows that to
develop the theory of decomposability on the Hilbert space level we should examine
the action of the map I⊗Tϕ on the transposed cone Pτn = (I⊗U)Pn described in the
previous section, where the operator U on B(Cn) was introduced in the previous
section (for some orthonormal basis {ei} of eigenvectors of ̺ω0). It can be deduced
from Proposition 2.5.26 in the book of Bratteli and Robinson ([3]) and the results
of previous section that the cones Pn and Pτn have the following forms:
Pn = ∆1/4n {[aij ]Ωn : [aij ] ∈Mn(M)+},
Pτn = ∆1/4n {[aji]Ωn : [aij ] ∈Mn(M)+}.
It turns out that the adaptation of Lemma 4.10 in the paper of Majewski ([12])
leads to the following characterization of k-positivity and k-copositivity
Lemma 3.3. The map ϕ : M −→ M is k-positive (k-copositive) if and only if
(Tϕ ⊗ I)∗(Pn) ⊂ Pn (respectively (Tϕ ⊗ I)∗(Pn) ⊂ Pτn) for every n = 1, . . . , k.
By co(T ) we denote the closed convex hall of the subset T . Now, we are in
position to give promised result.
Theorem 3.4. Consider the following two conditions on ϕ:
(1) ϕ is weakly k-decomposable;
(2) (Tϕ ⊗ I)∗(Pn) ⊂ co(Pn ∪ Pτn) for every n = 1, . . . , k.
Then, in general, the property (2) implies (1). If, in addition, the cone Pn ∩ Pτn is
equal to the closure of the set
{∆1/4n [aij ]Ωn : [aij ], [aji] ∈Mn(M)+}
then (2) follows from (1).
In particular in the finite-dimensional case the two conditions are equivalent.
Remark 3.5. It can be easily showed that co(Pn ∪Pτn) and Pn ∩Pτn are dual cones.
It is still an open question whether the equality
{∆1/4n [aij ]Ωn : [aij ], [aji] ∈Mn(M)+} = Pn ∩ Pτn
holds in general.
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4. Application of local decomposability to low dimensional cases
In this section we indicate how the discussed techniques relied on decomposition
may be used for a characterization of linear positive unital maps ϕ : Mm(C) −→
Mn(C) in the case of low dimensions m and n.
Størmer ([20]) proved that each positive map ϕ : Mm(C) −→ Mn(C) is locally
decomposable, i.e. for every non-zero vector η ∈ Cn there exist a Hilbert space
Kη, a linear map Vη on Kη into C
n, such that ‖Vη‖ ≤ M for all η, and a Jordan
∗-homomorphism ρη of Mm(C) such that
(4.1) ϕ(a)η = Vηρη(a)V
∗
η η
for all a ∈ Mm(C). For the readers convenience we remind the construction of
Størmer in details. Given a vector η ∈ Cm, ‖η‖ = 1, we consider the state ωη on
Mn(C) defined as
(4.2) ωη(a) = 〈η, ϕ(a)η〉, a ∈Mn(C).
Let L = {a ∈ Mn(C) : ωη(a∗a) = 0} and R = {a ∈ Mn(C) : ωη(aa∗) = 0}.
Observe that L is a left ideal in Mn(C) while R is a right ideal. By Kl and
Kr we denote the quotient spaces Mn(C)/L and Mn(C)/R respectively. For any
a ∈Mn(C) we write [a]l and [a]r the abstract classes of a in Kl and Kr respectively.
Next, let Kη = Kl ⊕Kr and define the scalar product 〈〈·, ·〉〉 on Kη
(4.3) 〈〈[a1]l ⊕ [a2]r, [b1]l ⊕ [b2]r〉〉 = 1
2
ωη(a
∗
1b1) +
1
2
ωη(b2a
∗
2).
For simplicity we will write [a] instead of [a]l⊕ [a]r for a ∈Mn(C). By G we denote
the subspace of Kη consisted of every such elements and by G
′ its orthogonal
complement. Finally, Vη and ρη are given by
(4.4) ρ(a) ([b1]l ⊕ [b2]r) = [ab1]l ⊕ [b2a]r, a, b1, b2 ∈Mn(C);
(4.5) Vηk =
{
ϕ(a)η, if k = [a] for some a ∈Mn(C),
0, if k ∈ G′.
The crucial point in our considerations is the characterization of face structure
of the set of unital positive maps between matrix algebras which was done by Kye
([9]). Recall that if C is a convex set then a convex subset F ⊂ C is called a face
if for any x, y ∈ C and 0 < λ < 1 the following implication holds:
λx + (1− λ)y ∈ F ⇒ x, y ∈ F.
Kye proved that any maximal face of the set of unital positive maps from Mm(C)
into Mn(C) is of the following form
(4.6) Fξ,η = {ϕ : ϕ(I) = I, ϕ(|ξ〉〈ξ|)η = 0}
for some ξ ∈ Cm and η ∈ Cn.
In the sequel we describe the case m = n = 2. As we mentioned in the intro-
duction, Størmer ([20]) proved that every positive map ϕ : M2(C) → M2(C) is
(globaly!) decomposable. The next proposition indicates the relationship between
this phenomenon and the notion of local decomposability for ϕ in a maximal face.
We need the following notations. If ξ and η are arbitrary unit vectors in C2 then
let ξ1, ξ2 be an orthonormal basis in C
2 such that ξ1 = ξ and similarly η1, η2 be a
basis such that η1 = η. By eij we denote the operator |ξi〉〈ξj | for i, j = 1, 2.
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Proposition 4.1. Suppose ϕ ∈ Fξ,η. Let Kη, Vη and ρη be as in (4.1). Then
(4.7) ϕ(a) = Vηρη(a)V
∗
η , a ∈M2(C).
if and only if
(4.8) Trϕ(e12) = Trϕ(e21) = 0, Trϕ(e22) = 1,
(4.9) Trϕ(e11) = 2
(|〈η2, ϕ(e12)η1〉|2 + |〈η2, ϕ(e21)η1〉|2) .
Proof. From the definition (4.6) of Fξ,η it follows that the projection e11 is an
element of L and R. On the other hand both L and R are proper ideals in M2(C)
because ϕ is unital. Consequently L = M2(C)e11 and R = e11M2(C) and the
Hilbert space K = M2(C)/M2(C)e11 ⊕M2(C)/e11M2(C) is four dimensional. By
direct computations it can be checked that the elements
k1 =
√
2[e12] =
√
2[e12]l +
√
2[e12]r
k2 =
√
2[e21] =
√
2[e21]l +
√
2[e21]r
k3 = [e22] = [e22]l + [e22]r
k4 = [e22]l − [e22]r
form an orthonormal basis inK. Moreover, from (4.5) and (4.6) we get the following
equalities
Vηk1 =
√
2ϕ(e12)η1 =
√
2〈η1, ϕ(e12)η1〉η1 +
√
2〈η2, ϕ(e12)η1〉η2 = αη2
where α =
√
2〈η2, ϕ(e12)η1〉. The last equality is due to the fact that e12 ∈
e11M2(C) ⊂ kerωη (cf. (4.2)). Similarly we check that
Vηk2 = βη2
where β =
√
2〈η2, ϕ(e21)η1〉. The definition (4.6) of Fξ,η and the fact that ϕ is
unital imply
Vηk3 = ϕ(e22)η1 = ϕ(I)η1 − ϕ(e11)η1 = η1.
Finally, from the dafinition (4.5) of Vη and from the fact that k4 is orthogonal to
G it follows that
Vηk4 = 0.
Hence, the matrix of the operator Vη : K → C2 in the bases {k1, k2, k3, k4} and
{η1, η2} has the form
(4.10) Vη =
[
0 0 1 0
α β 0 0
]
.
In order to prove sufficiency in the statement of the theorem, assume that ϕ
fulfils conditions (4.8) and (4.9). We will show that ϕ(a) = Vηρη(a)V
∗
η for any
a ∈M2(C). Observe that from local decomposability (4.1) we have
ϕ(a)η1 = Vηρη(a)V
∗
η η1.
So, it remains to prove that
(4.11) ϕ(a)η2 = Vηρη(a)V
∗
η η2
for every a ∈M2(C). As {eij}i,j=1,2 forms a system of matrix units in M2(C) it is
enough to show (4.11) for a = eij where i, j = 1, 2.
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Let a = e12. Following the assumption and the fact that e12 ∈ e11M2(C) ⊂ kerωη
we have
0 = Trϕ(e12) = 〈η1, ϕ(e12)η1〉+ 〈η2, ϕ(e12)η2〉 = 〈η2, ϕ(e12)η2〉.
Hence,
ϕ(e12)η2 = 〈η1, ϕ(e12)η2〉η1 + 〈η2, ϕ(e12)η2〉η2 = 〈η1, ϕ(e21η2〉η1.
On the other hand, application of (4.10) and (4.4) yields
Vηρ(e12)V
∗
η η2 =
= Vηρ(e12)
(
αk1 + βk2
)
= 2Vη (〈η1, ϕ(e21)η2〉ρη(e12)[e12] + 〈η1, ϕ(e12)η2〉ρη(e12)[e21])
= 2〈η1, ϕ(e12)η2〉Vη ([e11]l + [e22]r)
= 〈η1, ϕ(e12)η2〉Vη (k3 − k4)
= 〈η1, ϕ(e12)η2〉η1
So, we get ϕ(e12)η2 = Vηρη(e12)V
∗
η η2.
By simillar computations we check that ϕ(e21)η2 = Vηρ(e21)V
∗
η η2.
Now, let a = e22. We have
1 = Trϕ(e22) = 〈η1, ϕ(e22)η1〉+ 〈η2, ϕ(e22)η2〉 = 1 + 〈η2, ϕ(e22)η2〉,
so 〈η2, ϕ(e22)η2〉 = 0 and consequently
ϕ(e22)η2 = 〈η1, ϕ(e22)η2〉η1 + 〈η2, ϕ(e22)η2〉η2
= 〈ϕ(e22)η1, η2〉 = 〈η1, η2〉 = 0.
Moreover,
Vηρη(e22)V
∗
η η2 = 2Vη (〈η1, ϕ(e21)η2〉[e12]r + 〈η1, ϕ(e12)η2〉[e21]l) = 0.
The last equality follows from the fact that e12 ∈ e11M2(C) = R and e21 ∈
M2(C)e11 = L.
Finally, let a = e11. Then
Vηρη(e11)V
∗
η η2 =
= Vη (2〈η1, ϕ(e21)η2〉ρη(e11)[e12] + 2〈η1, ϕ(e12)η2〉ρη(e11)[e21])
= 2〈η1, ϕ(e21)η2〉Vη[e12]l + 2〈η1, ϕ(e12)η2〉Vη [e21]r
=
√
2〈η1, ϕ(e21)η2〉Vηk1 +
√
2〈η1, ϕ(e12)η2〉Vηk2
= 2
(|〈η2, ϕ(e21)η1〉|2 + |〈η2, ϕ(e12)η1〉|2) η2.
As ϕ ∈ Fξ,η then
Trϕ(e11) = 〈η1, ϕ(e11)η1〉+ 〈η2, ϕ(e11)η2〉 = 〈η2, ϕ(e11)η2〉,
hence
ϕ(e11)η2 = 〈η1, ϕ(e11)η2〉η1 + 〈η2, ϕ(e11)η2〉η2 = 〈η2, ϕ(e11)η2〉η2 = [Trϕ(e11)] η2.
From (4.9) we conclude that ϕ(e11)η2 = Vηρη(e11)V
∗
η η2 and the proof of sufficiency
is finished.
It is easy to observe that in order to prove necessity one should repeat the same
computations in the converse direction. 
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